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The pharmacological tenets of selectivity, potency, and acceptable
toxicity rest on the principle of parsimony, which embraces
simplicity and frugality — using a single puriﬁed chemical over the
complex chemical mixture found in plants

Reductionist
x Holistic

Mixture compound might have synergetic effect

Is Synergic
Activity
between Plant
Metabolites an
Evolutionary
Strategy?

Many of the major
metabolites present
in a given plant are
important for the
ﬁtness

Plants lacking
phytoalexins
(allelochemicals that
upregulate in
response to
microbial invasion)
become sensitive to
a range of
pathogens.

mutant oats that
lack the phytoalexin
saponin avenacin A1 become sensitive
to many fungal
disorders .

Allelochemicals
clearly provide
protection against
microbes, insects,
and herbivores

The genus Nothofagus Bl. (Fagaceae) makes up the primary forest cover in
New Zealand

Due to its propagative success and wide distribution

The antifeedant activity of the species N. alessandri was shown to be due to
the presence of two compounds, pinosylvin and galangin,

Individually, these compounds did not show antifeedant activity, but as a
mixture, they worked in concert to provide antifeedant activity.

Evolutionarily, relatively defenseless plant has little chance to survive without “distasteful”
allelochemicals.
If one of Tasty Leaf’s salubrious amino acids, due to environmental stress, led to a distasteful
alkaloidal allelochemical, “Bitter Leaf.”

This new alkaloid, Alkaloid 1, repels the feeding species. Tasty Leaf’s future becomes dimmer,
while distasteful
Bitter Leaf is environmentally selected. Bitter Leaf continues to genetically drift, and further shifts
to the genome occur.
Bitter Leaf may now produce Alkaloid 2, and even Alkaloid 3 — both distasteful.
If Alkaloids 1, 2, and 3 are antagonistic as allelochemicals, Bitter Leaf’s ﬁtness is reduced. If the
alkaloids are additive, Bitter Leaf’s ﬁtness is improved.
And if the alkaloids are synergic, ﬁtness is signiﬁcantly improved. In this scenario, Bitter
Leaf’s evolutionary history is much brighter if the mixture of alkaloids is synergic, thus enhancing
its adaptive traits, a seemingly logical path in evolution.

But how realistic is the above scenario?

Gene–environment interaction was described as
context dependent

In many situations, the actions of genes are known
to be modiﬁed by environmental conditions

Therefore, plant response to hungry grazers in a
given environment could select for traits that
enhance the generation and retention of chemical
diversity and could be key to survival

Chemically diverse metabolites in plants, modiﬁed by
natural selection during evolution, occur in diverse
mixtures of several structural types.

Slight variations in similar molecules, perhaps described
as a protective chemical overlap, can be seen as the
evolutionary development of a chemical economy — a
network of protection. This type of strategy could prove
highly adaptive.
One study of sesquiterpene synthesis in plants
demonstrated that one enzyme produced 34 different
compounds from a single substrate, and another enzyme
produced 52 products from a single precursor.
Such catalytic ﬂexibility is likely to yield products with
multiple functionalities and bioactivities. And even if the
individual interaction of a particular plant metabolite
might be unspeciﬁc and weak, the sum of numerous
metabolite interactions can lead to a substantial effect

Catalytic Flexibility An emerging view of enzymes expands the previous model of one substrate to
one enzyme generating one product.

Biosynthetic diversity, the various molecules that plants produce, is generated using relatively conserved
enzymatic mechanisms. “Catalytic ﬂexibility” is being demonstrated by enzymes such as chalcone synthase.

This enzyme, utilizing 4-coumaroyl CoA with three molecules of malonyl CoA, catalyzes the production of
naringenin chalcone, a parent compound of the plant ﬂavonoids.
However, with an alternative folding pattern of the peptides that make up this polyketide synthase, a reshaping
of sorts, the enzyme can now produce resveratrol, a stilbene, and a broad-spectrum phytoalexin. Additionally,
the polyketide synthases can utilize various starter molecules yielding various metabolites such as benzalacetones, acridones, styrylpyrones, and benzophenones.
The above observations suggest that enzymes demonstrate broad substrate speciﬁcity, a plasticity of sorts that
provides support for a type of catalytic ﬂexibility of multiple products from few substrates.

This efﬁcient and broad-spectrum matrix of chemistry functionally converges in protective
bioactivity due to

the evolutionary divergence of a few compounds to multiple compounds

Clinical Medicine Learns from Nature’s Cocktails

All of these billion-dollar drugs are based on isolated plant constituents that in combination are quite
effective against herbivores.
The long-famous Madagascar periwinkle may contain more than 500 indole alkaloids, many of them
antileukemic and antitumor. Two of these alkaloids, vinblastine and vincristine, have been major
antileukemic drugs for close to 50 years.
The yew contains more than a dozen compounds closely related to Taxol®, ﬁrst approved for ovarian cancer
treatment in 1992.

And, it is in such combinations that clinical medicine is taking a cue from nature.

“Cocktails” of several pharmaceuticals, at lower dosages, often prove more
effective than one pharmaceutical alone, at a higher dosage.
In a meta-analysis of 56,000 patients with hypertension, concluded that
combinations of two or three drugs at half-standard dose were preferable to
one or two drugs at standard dose due to the reduction in side effects and
equivalent therapeutic effects.

Some cancer treatments have found combinations of drugs more effective than single agents
(Baumann et al., 2004).
The well-documented synergic activity of irinotecan followed by oxaliplatin combination

is well tolerated and highly active in ﬂuorouracil-resistant metastatic colorectal cancer (Bajetta et
al., 2004).
Preclinical data indicate that docetaxel, platinum salts, and the anti-HER2 antibody trastuzumab
are highly synergic in the treatment of breast cancer (Pegram et al., 2004).
The combination of topotecan and vincristine (both derived from plants) in various childhood
cancers are synergic in most models of solid pediatric tumors (Thompson et al., 1999)

In tropical medicine as well, combination drugs appear to be the coming trend.

Artemisia annua contains several sesquiterpene lactones that are effective against plasmodia.
One of them, artemisinin, and its derivatives, artesunate and artemether (), have become the
ﬁrst line of treatment against malaria (Ittarat et al., 2003).
In a study evaluating resistant Plasmodium, artesunate, when combined with standard malaria
medications, reduced treatment failure, recrudescence, and gametocyte carriage (Ittarat et al.,
2003).

Furthermore, the addition of artemisinin with a number of antimalarial medications; meﬂoquine,
tetracycline, and spiramycin has demonstrated marked synergism (Chawira et al., 1987).

Plants as “Medicinal Cocktails” While combination drug therapy highlights the safety
and efﬁcacy of synergic mixtures of speciﬁc chemicals in treatment regimes, the astute
observer will acknowledge that plants, by their very nature, are combinations of
chemicals.

The majority of these plant compounds with bioactivities are the plant-protective
allelochemicals.

As synergic compounds protective against other hungry species, these

metabolites are evolutionarily designed through millennia to be biologically active.

Ancient humans did not miss this fact and utilized plant’s bioactivities as a method of
altering health status since early human history.

Plants already demonstrated the sensible strategy of using multiple biologically active chemicals in low
concentrations to outsmart the adaptable microbial pests.
Too often, pharmacology follows the principle of Ockham’s Razor, extracting single compounds, leaving
behind other compounds and their synergies that are designed to enhance the biological activity directed at
generating resistance for the plant.
The whole nonhomogeneous plant, containing thousands of compounds, is not as likely to give us replicable
clinical results as a single compound. For that and other reasons, modern pharmacy goes for the “silver
bullet,” the isolated phytochemical , not the “herbal shotgun” and its polyvalent spread of activity.
But a consistent, homogeneous mixture of four active ingredients (e.g., those four mayapple lignans) should
give us more antiherpetic activity than an equivalent amount of any one of those lignans. Would results with a
consistently standardized
mixture of plant metabolites be as replicable in clinical trials as with a single compound? This seems like a valid
supposition worthy of laboratory resources. Because plant metabolites have evolved into complex mixtures
consisting of several structural types, they would likely demonstrate a synergic economy of chemistry.

This would ensure a multifactorial mechanism of action— a

distinct advantage over a single target.

Each individual, unique in his or her genotypic peculiarities, may respond to this array of
chemical exposure differently.

The human genome project suggests that there are more than ten thousand drug targets and
ten million single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (Gabriel et al., 2002). Many disorders, such
as hypertension and arthritis, as well as cognitive function, are inﬂuenced by a broad range of
effects spread across multiple SNPs in multiple genes (Cooper, 2003).

Multifactorial processes may very well require multifactorial solutions. The naturally dilute, yet
broad spectrum, effect of a phytochemical matrix may be a superior treatment strategy.

The interaction of the low concentration of constituents found in plants with the human genome
offers orders of magnitude more frequent and complex activities, and perhaps, safety, than the
interactions of a concentrated single isolated phytochemical.

same
concentration
of the chemical
when isolated
exhibits no
effect.
Moreover, Rajapakse
and co-workers (2002)
demonstrated that very
low concentrations of a
chemical agent
contribute to a chemical
mixture’s effect, even
though the

Even in dilute concentrations,
phytochemical activity is to be
expected. Plant constituents
have demonstrated potency at
low concentrations and a
relatively high afﬁnity and
selectivity for multiple biological
targets (Firn and Jones, 2000).

investigating the old tradition that green tea prevents tooth decay, clearly prove antibacterial
synergy between indole and some terpenes found in tea

evolutionary optimization of these chemical defenses would imply synergy, a potentiation of biological activity

Many advancements in medicine resulted from the isolation and puriﬁcation of chemical compounds.

However, there appear to be unique features of herbal medicines that contribute to both the efﬁcacy and safety
of plant medicines.
Throughout the history of eukaryotic organisms and humanoid development, many, if not all, of the
phytochemicals that plants generated for protection were ingested.
Due to an evolutionary history of recurrent interactions between complex phytochemistry and eukaryotic
biology, a plant’s multiconstituent nature could form a higher order of organization with biological systems. acts
on not just one target, but on multiple targets, functionally converging on protective bioactivity against pests.
It seems logical to speculate, if not conclude, that the same evolved synergies for biological activity apply to the
medicinal bioactivity of plants to humans.

This creates the possibility of different biochemical pathways convening on a positive physiological outcome
and allows for the emergence of synergy.
Furthermore, the use of phytomedicines, as compared with isolated chemicals, may offer a safer clinical
strategy in the treatment of many diseases

Moreover, there will be an even greater synergy when the best of complementary alternative
medicine and allopathic medicines are truly integrated into a holistic medical model that uses the
best of all available medicines. Until the holistic reach of the “herbal shotgun” has been compared
in unbiased scientiﬁc head-on trials with the solitary “silver synthetic bullet,” we will not know
which is superior.

Is the synergic mixture of compounds in Hypericum better (and less expensive, more efﬁcacious,
safer) as an antidepressant and antiviral treatment protocol than Prozac™ and Acyclovir™?

Is the natural mixture of sterols in saw palmetto better than pure isolated β-sitosterol or synthetic
ﬁnasteride? Is the synergic mixture of parthenolides in feverfew (Chrysanthemum parthenium)
better, cheaper, or safer than Sumatriptan™ at treating migraine?
Is the natural mixture of lignans in mayapple (Podophyllum peltatum) better, cheaper, or safer at
killing cancers in vivo as has been shown for arresting herpes virus in vitro, than isolated puriﬁed
lignans, or semisynthetic derivatives thereof?
Is the mixture of choline-sparing compounds in rosemary and sage better, cheaper, or safer than
Tacrine™ for treating and preventing Alzheimer’s disease?

We do not yet know the answers to any of these and a hundred other similar herbal-alternative
questions. YOU HAVe DUTIES to UNSWER !!!

